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Abstract. Dealing with solar envelope analysis in architectural design becomes crucial feature
because it gives an impact to the building performance analysis in the real environment. Various
simulation tools were used by architects play a significant role in determining the design process.
However, these tools were not yet confirming the expected performance of the future building
design. Manual modeling platform and actual information processing are delivering the main issue
on the design operation. This analysis leads to the potential application of point cloud as design
medium in architectural domain. This paper furthermore investigates a comparative analysis
between point cloud data model-based and the conventional modeling. Some challenging tasks are
discussed in related with the point cloud processing in the design framework. The main
contribution of this paper is to propose a novel design method for exploring the solar envelope
simulation as a part of conceptual design analysis.

1. Introduction
The rapid development of 3D laser technology inevitably has pushed the boundaries of design
and engineering world. To date, however, practical implementation in the architectural area is
predominantly remaining on heritage (DRAP et.al 2003; WHITE 2013) and landscape domain
(LIN et.al 2016). Investigating point cloud as metadata processing in surveying data and
digital reconstruction were assigned as the major subjects in these areas. Nevertheless, the
provision and utilization of such information data have yet to be effective in most instances,
and disconnections between point cloud processing and architectural design practice within
design and analysis stage are obvious. However, the fundamental parts of enrichment of point
clouds usability are as much as the hidden potential to the practical design implementations.
Thus, by considering prospective applications in geosciences, computer graphics or
photogrammetry are expected to wider architectural spectrum in data scan processing. As a
data visualization, for instance, point cloud has been used in automation process for the planar
3D building interior modeling (SANCHEZ and ZAKHOR  2012), the automatic extraction of
spatial arrangement (TAMKE et.al 2014) and visibility analysis techniques in the close range
photogrammetry (ALSADIK et.al 2014). Regarding reverse engineering, it was found useful
for surface road data management in the maintenance construction (FUJITA et.al 2014) and
verification of as-built construction progress through photogrammetry techniques (SHIH and
WU 2005). These existing literatures provide us the profound insight to step further into
architectural design analysis. The utilization of point cloud as design medium particularly for
solar analysis has offered a great potential to the exploration of solar envelope simulation.

Recently, the concept of solar envelope was firstly introduced by Knowles considering the
amount of desirable sun access to the surrounding site based on a predefined time (Knowles
1974). This idea was then further elaborated by Capeluto & Shaviv (1997) using “solar rights
envelope” and “solar collection envelope” to generate a final envelope that so-called “solar
volume.” Furthermore, Ratti & Morello (2005) have investigated the concept of “iso-solar
surface” through image processing method, DEMs (Digital Elevation Models) which
corresponds to the number of solar energy in the urban area. These approaches, however,
were not sufficient to represent the solar envelope simulation when it comes to the real
environment as a fundamental context. Dissemination impact of solar radiation value and
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